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AM 1220 WQUN is owned by Quinnipiac University. As a part of its directive and mission statement is to

serve its city of license, Hamden, and the greater New Haven community, the station provides local

news, public service announcements, and community-oriented programming originating from the

facilities of WQUN. The station regularly schedules community guests to highlight events and issues in
the greater New Haven community through its morning program.

News:

WQUN runs weekday news at 6:06, 6:30,7:30,8:08,8:30,9:00,9:30,10:04,10:30,11:04,11:30,12:04,

12:30,1:04, 1:30, 2:04 2:30, 3:04, 3:30, 4:04 4:30, 5:04, 5:30 and 6:04 pm The newscasts include

interviews with local community leaders, compiling local stories and utilizing the Associated Press,

Metro News Source and CBS Radio Network. We also provide local traffic and weather reports.



OCTOBER

Triple A study on distracted driving

North Haven GOP Leader Len Fasano says state faces
400-million dollar deficit

Hamden teenager charged with hitting Hamden Police
officer with stolen SUV.

Hiker dies at West Rock State park in New Haven.

Judge to decide if Branford Doctor charged with murder
should be given medication against his will.

Roofing project for Ct Tennis Center at Yale

Dem leaders working on legislative proposal for CT
hospitals.

New Haven woman faces charges for allegedly holding up
Branford bank

Hamden's two mayoral candidates debate

Woodbury lawyer pleads guilty to stealing 1.8 million
dollars

Connpirg happy Miiford-based Subway to phase-out
animals raised with anti-biotics.

Wallingford officials working with Bristol-Myers to keep
jobs there

Quinnipiac Professor addresses nationwide sexual
assaults on campus.



North Haven man arrested for two robberies in East
Haven.

New Haven gang dismantled.

Cheshire School Chief leaving

Yale athletes test positive for MRSA

State Sen Ted Kennedy critical of brother's book on
family

Former Cheshire Rabbi to stand trial for taking indecent

Liberties with a child

Three area men charged with beating man during Shelton

Home invasion

Hamden man faces sexual assault charges at a Hamden
hotel

Hiker dies after fall at Meriden park.

New haven Mayor calls for tougher gun laws

Quinnipiac fraternity closed for hazing

State police with Halloween recommendations

Hamden fields dedicated

UI takeover company has history of fraud

Kyle Navin with court appearance

West Haven extends Superintendent



Blumenthal wants positive train technology now

CBIA endorses Malloy tax changes

Anti-abortion activists rally outside Planned Parenthood
at Long Wharf Theater

Wallingford cinema donates seats to Moran Middle School

West Haven extends School Super's contract

State elections enforcement Commission investigates
actions made against the campaign staff of an Elm City

Ct needs to do more to close the achievement gap



NOVEMBER STORIES

Election Night coverage of local races including Hamden, North haven,

East Haven, West Haven, Hamden, Wallingford s and Meriden

Bristol-Myers-Squib to lay off 50 in Wallingford

Scam alerts for phony Webster Bank text messages, IRS emails and

Medicare offer

Enrollment/ re-enrollment begins again for federal Affordable Care Act

Best Video in Hamden re-opens as non-profit Film and Cultural Center

Meriden police search for suspects in several violent attacks including

stabbing

Fatal hit and run on Wilbur Cross Parkway in New Haven

DCF stepping up promotion of adoptions

Yale Fraternity denies holding "white girls only" party; protest march

several days later

Town Fair Tire approved for Rustic Oak site in North Haven

Ireland's Great Hunger Museum to air documentary on Great Famine,

show rare folios and newspaper writing on the tragedy

Best Buddies group holds Friendship Walk at Quinnipiac

Hamden starts use of digital crime-tracking app "Crime Reports"



Peter Villano Park, former Mill Rock park, dedicated in Hamden

Series of car break-ins, more than 80, in recent weeks in Wallingford

Pond Lily Dam removal begins in Woodbridge

Sub-standard conditions force closures, relocations at Church Street

South and Antillean manor public housing in New Haven



DECEMBER STORIES

Woodbridge improving major intersection, making "green"

improvements

Quinnipiac poll shows Trump, Clinton still leading; Trump lead shrinking

National Planned Parenthood official in New Haven to show solidarity

Former E Haven zoning official pleads to extortion

State lawmakers propose, later scrap early retirement incentives

State budget deficit estimate increases slightly to $122.4 Million

Hit and run injures woman in Guilford

Former Pilot Pen chairman Jim Westhall dies at 88

"UConn promise" scholarships announced in New Haven

Metro North fares on New Haven line to increase in 2016

School bus drivers' group lobbies for seat belts on buses

Community Foundation, other non-profits promote "Giving Tuesday"

Milford police dept marks 100th anniversary

April 26 date set for CT Presidential primaries in 2016

Hamden Council okays tougher zoning rules for new landlords, who

rent to students



Fatal drive-by shooting of New Haven teen on Clinton Avenue

Swastikas discovered on trees and signs in Woodlawn/ Milford

Assistant Master Erika Kristakis resigns from teaching at Yale, in

controversy over comments of Halloween costumes to avoid

Lockdown at West High, teen arrested

Non-profit proposes school til 8 p.m., dinners in some New Haven

schools

Car crashes into Hamden hotel lobby

Anniversaries of Pearl Harbor day, Sandy Hook shootings

Vigil at Meriden mosque, for San Bernardino victims. Neighbor

arrested for November shots fired at mosque

Dog found shot to death at Wallingford nature preserve

DRW head says Hamden ready for snow; delay for new "salt shed"...

New Haven holds simulated snow storm to test response

Suspect Martone acquitted of Kathy Hardy killing in Branford

Family of Sandy Hook victim donates to West Haven drive, city is home

to Charlotte Bacon playground

New Haven adds 14th and 15th electric vehicle charging station

Sen. Looney: rebuilt Fort Hale Pier should be done by late 2016

New Haven firefighter on paid leave, arrested for alleged larceny from

elderly woman

Albertus Magnus baseball/ softball to play at Villano park in Hamden



Hamden DPW reminds residents to put out leaves, trees; town ready

for snow. Still working on plans to charge fees at Transfer station

State Rep. Terry Backer dies of brain cancer at 61, remembered by

Speaker Sharkey

Hamden Mayor Leng meets with QU students, officials about off-

campus housing issues. Town gets grant for electric charging stations

Groundbreaking for new Farnham Court affordable housing in New

Haven

Family of 2013 murder victim thanks New Haven police, suspect

arrested on two-year anniversary

Third tunnel planned for Wilbur Cross parkway

Meriden and Bristol courthouses will not be closed. Bethany State

Police barracks also saved

North Haven Sen. Fasano speaks at forum on anti-Muslim harassment

Schools, probate court launch pro-attendance effort in New Haven

Hamden planner, town engineer won't be re-appointed

QU Professor Cadden analyzes merger of U-l and Iberola

Third "Wisdom of Woodbridge" lecture scheduled by First Selectwoman

Jordan's Furniture store and adventure park open in New Haven

Donated toys stolen from holiday drive in New Haven; Wal-Mart and

others replace them



Gas prices down below $2 per gallon national average

Hamden P and Z rejects Mount Carmel housing plan, Keihtan's Realm,

2nd time

Edible Arrangements founder, from Wallingford, starts new nonprofit

First American Job Center to open at New Haven prison

Quinnipiac poll: Majority against Syrian refugees immigrating; most

oppose Trump ban on Muslim immigrants, think terrorism more likely

to come from someone already in US

Trump support waning, Cruz gaining, Clinton still dominates Dems.

Graduation for50-plus employment program in New Haven, 75% have

jobs

Unusually warm winter = slower sales at hardware stores

Senior tax freeze in West Haven

State Sen. Kennedy proposes rules for less packaging

SCSU graduates first PhD's in nursing education

Dixwell librarian Diane Brown will donate $5 thousand prize to library

Woodbridge holds first "First Night" Dec. 31st
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Connecticut Radio Network Dialogue 2015 Guests and Subject Matters

(October, November, December)

October 4th, 2015 - Joe DeLong - Executive Director of the Connecticut
Conference of Municipalities.

Subject Matter: On this Dialogue edition Joe DeLong, Executive Director of the
Connecticut Conference of Municipalities, discussed the battle for the needed state

budget money for cities and towns. There had just been a rescission to the state

budget affecting local municipalities, due to less money coming into the state
coffers because of turmoil in the stock market. DeLong told on the show that the

main struggle for municipalities is that their budgets are already set. He says it's
always difficult when you have things that impact the budget after your budget is
already in place. He says though what is probably even more frustrating to the

municipalities is the fact that the rescissions were based off of the legislature
defining that there would be 20-million dollars in savings identified through
findings of a commission. So DeLong says these rescissions essentially weren't

supposed to have any impact, as they were supposed to come after these savings

had already been identified. But DeLong told there hasn't been one penny in
savings ... so since they never materialized, these rescissions are just straight cuts
in the middle of a budget year.

Joe DeLong, CCM Executive Director, says these budget rescissions

certainly present challenges for local municipal governments. He told that citizens

need to understand that in the end every impact at some point or another trickles

down to the property tax and the mill rate. So DeLong says maybe the state is
saving some money, but citizens are going to lose services ... in many cases vital

services like maintenance of roads, public safety, or in education. On the other

hand he says if those cuts are not made at the municipal level ... and in many cases

they can't be ... then those have to be funded in some way and that is typically
translated in higher property taxes.

CCM Executive Director Joe DeLong says it is very difficult for local
municipal leaders because they are doing their budgets based off of what they
believe the state budget is going to be. He says they try to hold off as much as they
can, but in some cases based off of town charters their budgets are actually due

before the final state budget is in place. DeLong says they set their budgets off of



October 4th, 2015 - (DeLong continued) - the governor's proposed budget. He

says the big problem is when the state budget is in place and then after that
additional cuts come, sending local municipalities scrambling because the money

has to come from somewhere.

Joe DeLong also emphasized on the show that local government leaders are

very cognizant about efficiencies and cost savings in responsible government. So

he says a lot of times there is not a whole lot of room to trim the fat in their
budgets ... because there is no fat to cut. So DeLong says there is a level of

frustration when the state budget on the other hand has increased expenditures by 3

billion dollars since 2008. He says they'd like to see local governments become

more like partners in governing with state leaders, as opposed to having initiatives

pushed downhill on them like trying to find more efficiencies in their local budgets
when they've already been cut to the bone. DeLong says if the state doesn't get its

financial house in better order, more pain could be pushed down on the local

communities. He says the state often times over-extends on expenditures creating

problems.

One thing CCM Executive Director Joe DeLong told that local communities
are trying to do more and more to save money is sharing things regionally. He

says town and cities in many cases work together to share resources in healthcare

services, transportation, education, and public safety. DeLong says with

regionalization local towns and cities pool their resources for the greater good of

the area. He says they want vibrant communities where people can live and grow

their families.

October 11th, 2015 - Kevin Lembo - State Comptroller.

Subject Matter: On this show State Comptroller Kevin Lembo discussed the State
of Connecticut's fiscal situation. He told that the fiscal year in review for 2015
was just completed and the State of Connecticut closed the year with a roughly
113-million dollar budget deficit. Lembo says dollars to pay that off will come out
of the rainy day fund. Unfortunately he told that takes the rainy day fund balance
down into the 400 million dollar range, which is only about 2.2% of the total
budget. So Lembo says the state is in an area again where it is lacking reserves

necessary to effectively operate the government. That's why he told he came up

with a proposal that passed in the last legislative session that proposes the state
beef up the rainy day fund in good times ... so that the extra revenue can be used



October 11th, 2015 - (Lembo continued) - when the economy has a downturn.

Lembo says it's in everyone's best interest to stabilize this with budget discipline.

State Comptroller Kevin Lembo says one of the problems right now with
revenues coming into the state lower is withholdings from people's paychecks

lower ... even as they go back into the workforce and off the unemployment lines.

He says this is really the bread and butter of receipts for state government on a

paycheck by paycheck basis. Lembo says the problem is companies that laid folks
off are bringing them back, but at lower wages.

With a budget deficit Governor Dannel Malloy suggested that cuts be made
to funds to hospitals and social service programs. Kevin Lembo was outspoken

saying that was the wrong thing to do. He told on the show that he respectfully
disagreed with the governor, which sometimes happens when you're grappling

with big issues ... and this is a big issue. Lembo told that the impact of those cuts

need to be calculated and he doesn't feel that cuts to hospitals, cuts to nonprofits,

and cuts to municipalities would be good going downstream (as he put it).

Connecticut has been in budget crisis mode for a number of budget cycles
now, but State Comptroller Kevin Lembo doesn't think this is the new normal. He

says there is every indication that Connecticut's economy is strengthening. Lembo

told that frankly he couldn't do this job if he came to work every day thinking that
it was all downhill from here. So he feels there is reason to be hopeful ... but not

irrationally optimistic. Lembo says the way Connecticut weathers this is to plan,
figure out where we want to be 10 and 20 years from now ... which state

government hasn't been very good at. He says there is real opportunity to redo the

way state government does work in a way that is more efficient and therefore less

expensive. Lembo says to think any one person has all the answers is a mistake as

you always have to approach this in a spirit of working together.

Another issue that State Comptroller Kevin Lembo has big concerns about is
gigantic spike hikes for some specialty drugs. Recently the price of a drug that's
used to fight infections went up 5-thousand percent virtually overnight because a

company bought the rights to that drug and jacked up the price. This created such
a sensation the company said they would lower the price some. Lembo says the

problem is that hedge fund guys and others are coming in and buying the drug
patents and setting up little pharmacy companies and driving the price up to the
absolute breaking point. He says they make their money and then dump the patent
and move on. But Lembo says people's health and lives are at stake here so he has



October 11th, 2015 - (more Lembo continued) - written a letter to Connecticut's

congressional delegation asking them to call for an investigation into this and hold
hearings to find solutions for what can be done.

October 18th, 2015 - Doug Schwartz - Director of the Quinnipiac University

Poll.

Subject Matter: This week on Dialogue Quinnipiac University Poll Director Doug
Schwartz discussed some new polls they had just done. One of the polls was done

on Governor Dannel Malloy. Schwartz told that it was pretty much across the

board bad poll numbers for Governor Malloy. He says the one thing that people
most focus on in their poll is the overall job performance, and Malloy gets his
lowest number ever at 32%. Schwartz told that's the lowest a governor has been

since former Governor John Rowland was going through his corruption scandal

and impeachment procedure while in office before being forced to resign.

Rowland had gotten as low as 24% told Schwartz. The Q-Poll director says
however that current Governor Malloy has never really been too popular, having

never gotten over 50% in job approval polls with the voters. Schwartz says Malloy

dropped 11 points from their earlier poll in March. He feels it's all about the
economy, with voters grading the governor poorly on his handling of the budget,
taxes, and jobs. Q-Poll Director Schwartz says even though things aren't as bad as

when we went through the recession, people in Connecticut still aren't feeling the

improved economy. Schwartz says they asked voters to rate the condition of

Connecticut's economy and 3-quarters told them it's in bad shape, only 10% feel

it's getting better, while over 40% said it is getting worse. So he says people in
Connecticut are not happy with the economy and feel Governor Malloy is taking
the state in an even worse direction by his policies.

In the past even though Governor Malloy's job approval ratings weren't very

high, he used to get good marks when voters were asked about his personal

qualities like leadership, honesty, and empathy with the voters ... not anymore. Q-

Poll Director Doug Schwartz says that was pretty striking as Malloy did get
positive ratings in the past for his personal qualities like leadership and honesty.
So this is the first poll where those numbers have taken a dive where he's now

viewed negatively in those categories. One of the things the governor told voters

in the last election was he wasn't going to raise taxes ... and while he didn't

propose new taxes in his budget, the budget Democrats pushed through the



October 18th, 2015 - (Schwartz continued) - legislature and Malloy signed off on,
did produce new taxes. Schwartz says he suspects that is part of the reason why

we are now seeing a plurality of voters saying the governor is not honest and

trustworthy.

For his part Governor Malloy says he really doesn't respond to polls ... but

told that he's doing the hard tough things in the state and maybe that is rubbing
people the wrong way. However he says he is doing the things that need to be
done for Connecticut's future. Doug Schwartz responded by saying that he wasn't

going to speculate on the governor's motives, but that it is kind of obvious that

people don't like higher taxes, don't like cuts in services, and the headlines where

important businesses in Connecticut have considered moving out because of the

state budget. He says there has been a lot of negative economic news, so it's not

surprising that most voters are not feeling very good about the way Governor

Malloy is doing his job. Schwartz says this could reduce his political power in
swaying legislators in public policy.

Meanwhile in their poll, Q-Poll Director Doug Schwartz told that one person
who the voters really like is Connecticut U.S. Senator Richard Blumenthal who has
a 62% job approval rating. He says Connecticut voters feel Blumenthal is a strong

leader and is honest and trustworthy. Blumenthal will be running for another U.S.

Senate term next year.

Also next year of course is the Presidential election. In Connecticut

Schwartz told that on the Democratic side Hillary Clinton is the frontrunner at
37%, but that's down from the previous poll in March when she was at 53%.

Bemie Sanders comes in second at 25%. On the GOP side Donald Trump leads
the pack at 34% with people feeling he has strong leadership qualities. Schwartz
says voters like that Trump is anti-establishment too. In second place amongst the

Republican contenders is Dr. Ben Carson, another outsider.



October 25th, 2015 - Andres Ayala - Department of Motor Vehicles

Commissioner.

Subject Matter: On this show State Motor Vehicles Commissioner Andres Ayala
discussed the major Department of Motor Vehicles computer upgrade that shut
down branch offices for a week. Commissioner Ayala told that the DMV had been
running on a computer system that was between 45 and 50 years old ... so it was

old and the upgrade was certainly needed. But he told it was a major upgrade
changing over the entire system, hence the need to close branch offices in order to

accomplish it. Ayala says it was a major undertaking with a lot of planning as it
involved the transferring of over 40-million pieces of data into the new system.

Commissioner Andres Ayala says the transfer to the new computer system

went fairly well. However he says they knew that after being closed for a week ...

when they opened the following Tuesday there would be long lines (even though
60 day extensions were granted on some renewals). Ayala says even when they

are closed for just a holiday weekend, when the DMV reopens they are always
swamped. So after reopening following the computer upgrade there were very

long lines, the likes of which had never been seen before. And it was slow going

because DMV workers had to get up to speed in using the new computer system.

DMV Commissioner Ayala told with the new system upgrade there are now
new services online that give people the opportunity to not even have to come to

the DMV anymore ... they can do it online. He says they now have an enhanced

registration renewal that can be done online, which is probably the most used

service that they have. But there are also some completely new services with the

computer upgrade. One is the opportunity to check for compliance issues. Ayala

explained that State of Connecticut law states that a person cannot register a motor

vehicle if you have some compliance issues. He told that the major compliance

issue is property taxes. If you haven't paid your automobile tax you are not going

to be able to register your motor vehicle in the State of Connecticut Ayala told.

Now by going online people can check to see if they owe property taxes or owe

any kind of parking infraction that would also not allow a person to register their
vehicle. Another thing Commissioner Ayala says you can now check online is the

emissions status of your vehicle, which also needs to be in compliance to register

your vehicle. So he says now you can check these things online and get them in

order if need be to register your vehicle. Another online service Commissioner

Ayala told they have now is you can cancel your plates online. On the other hand



October 25th, 2015 - (Ayala continued) - he says you can also order vanity

license plates online. Ayala told that if for whatever reason someone loses their

registration, they can print off a copy of that registration online for a fee. So now

he says for many things you no longer have to show up in person at a Motor

Vehicles branch, you can stay out of those lines by doing it online at whatever time
is convenient for you. Commissioner Ayala says they want to get the word out

about being able to do these things online because about 35% of people who show
up at DMV branches to do something don't really have to be there, as they could

accomplish those things online from their own computer or smartphone.

Also on the show Connecticut DMV Commissioner Andres Ayala talked
about the state's tough graduated driver's license program for 16 and 17 year olds.

He says Connecticut has bucked the national average with teen driver deaths
because of the restrictions of the graduated driver's license program which limits
when these teens can drive and who can be in the vehicle with them. Ayala says

while teen driver deaths are up nationwide, that's not the case in Connecticut as the

state's tough teen driving laws are going a long way to keeping them safer on the
roads.

November 1st, 2015 - Nancy Boone - Director of the Connecticut Alliance for
Basic Human Needs.

Subject Matter: This week on Dialogue Nancy Boone, Director of the Connecticut
Alliance for Basic Human Needs, discussed why her group is warning that the
push for spending cuts to end the state deficit crisis could harm programs vital to
the poor and disabled. She told that year after year it seems the first place the
governor and legislative leaders go when there's a budget issue is to human service

programs. Ms. Boone says many of these have just been flat funded for the last

two decades ... which is shortsighted to not fund programs that help people. She

says often times this leads to people being forced to choose between things like
escaping from violence, getting the medication they need to prevent long-term

illness, and paying their rent.

Nancy Boone says the governor and legislature need to look at the people in

Connecticut as the core to the state. She told that just as we need safe roads to

travel on, we need services that help people get where they are going ... as they

both have the same purpose. Boone says we need to stop thinking short-term and

reacting to every crisis. She says we need to have a strategic plan to move the state



November 1st, 2015 - (Boone continued) - forward, not just in its infrastructure

and education ... but in its people, which is its biggest commodity. Boone feels

that every time there's an attempt to balance a budget and make cuts that social

services always seem to be on the table because poor people don't have political

capital and in many cases don't vote and don't make a lot of noise.

Connecticut Alliance for Basic Human Needs Director Nancy Boone says

they know that it ultimately costs the state money if funding for early childhood
education or for affordable housing are cut or flatlined. She says when this occurs

people are just surviving instead of thriving. Boone says 10 years from now that

will affect our income, the state's productivity, what the state can give back in

taxes, and what people can spend at businesses. So she says leaders need to stop

thinking in terms of what can we do right now to save money, but instead think

about what can we do to have a healthy population 5 to 10 years from now, so that

people can work and contribute. Boone says it is callus ... whether it be the

governor or other legislative leaders ... to not provide nutrition, housing, and

medication to people. She says that's fiscally a bad idea and very shortsighted to
cut services to people because it costs us more in the long run. Boone says they

feel even if taxes are needed to accomplish this then that is the way to go, rather

than have lawmakers and the governor cut vital social service programs that help

the poor and others. She says the State of Connecticut needs to reprioritize and

provide those dollars going forward in order to have an educated, healthy

population.

November 8th, 2015 - Brendan Sharkey - State House Speaker (D) from

Hamden.

Subject Matter: On this week's show State Democratic House Speaker Brendan

Sharkey discussed the state's budget deficit challenge. Once again Connecticut is
running a budget deficit post-recession. The recession began in 2008 and 7 years

past that the State of Connecticut is continually struggling with budget deficits,
even though one would think that recovery should be taking place. Speaker
Sharkey told that the state will be in perpetual deficit threats unless it changes the
way it does budgeting post-recession. He says they need to do more of a

performance based approach to budgeting at the state level for all of their state
departments. The other thing Speaker Sharkey wants to see is the state requiring

those same efficiencies at the local level from cities and towns and boards of



November 8th, 2015 - (Sharkey continued) - education. He says they continue to

run operations as if we lived in the 1700's, duplicating services and costs. Sharkey

says that regionalism should be the norm and at the state level they should be
requiring it from cities and towns as the state grants them their funding. He says

the state needs to have some performance measures in place to evaluate whether

these terms and boards of education are really using the money effectively ... and

if not they shouldn't be funding inefficiency.

In dealing with the current budget deficit House Speaker Brendan Sharkey
says in the short-term he feels asking for across the board sacrifice from all

discretionary lines in the budget is the way to get through it in the short-term in a
practical sense. But in the long-term Sharkey says they need to make some tough

choices about what is their core mission. He feels funding social services is

precisely what state government is designed to do and provide. Sharkey says their

core mission is to grow our economy and protect those who need protection. He

says those are hard decisions to be made, but the state cannot continue to operate

the way it has in the past.

Initially Governor Dannel Malloy proposed cuts to hospitals and programs,
which the Democratic leadership told him was not going to fly. Now the governor
has invited both Democratic and Republican leadership to the table to figure out
how to make up the budget deficit. Sharkey says he is very optimistic that these
bipartisan budget deficit talks will reach an agreement.

At the end of the last legislative session the legislature made some
controversial changes in business taxes to find revenue to balance the budget. At

first when the ideas were floated told House Speaker Brendan Sharkey, there
wasn't much of an outcry ... but after they passed many businesses fumed about

them, with some even threatening to leave the state like G.E. Speaker Sharkey

admits they made a mistake and ended up tweaking those business taxes. As a

result the State's Economic Competitiveness Commission was created to get

businesses' input on legislative issues and matters pertaining to keeping

Connecticut a viable place to do business. Sharkey says unfortunately too often

the state's tax policy has not been consistent with the state's economic

development messaging, which is "Connecticut is Open for Business." He says

that has been a problem for the state, because it's been inconsistent. Sharkey says

Connecticut needs to have a better overall policy to encourage businesses to come

to the state and also keep businesses already here ... to stay here.



November 8th, 2015 - (more Sharkey continued) -

State House Speaker Brendan Sharkey also commented on the local

municipal elections on the show that had just taken place. He told that state
Republicans made no bones about acknowledging they were trying to make the
elections about their dislike and distrust for Governor Malloy and Democratic
policies in the state. Sharkey told that it was an utter failure.

November 15th, 2015 - Lisa Tepper Bates - Executive Director of the

Connecticut Coalition to End Homelessness.

Subject Matter: On this show, Lisa Tepper Bates, Executive Director of the
Connecticut Coalition to End Homelessness, discussed their efforts to end

homelessness in Connecticut. She told that their Zero 2016 campaign aims to do
two important things. Tepper Bates says one is to end all homelessness among

veterans and the goal to do that is by the end of this year. The other important goal
of the campaign she says is to end what they call chronic homelessness. Tepper

Bates explained that these are people who have long been homeless, either in

shelters, on the streets, or in the woods, and most likely live with a severe disabling

condition. She says their goal with the chronic homeless is to help all of them get
housed and get the supports they need to stay housed. Tepper Bates says there are

just over a thousand households who are chronically homeless. She says there is a

very small number of families with children, but the vast majority of them are
single adults. Tepper Bates says they know this because they had a massive effort
by providers across the state to get to know by name and by person, everybody

experiencing homelessness. So she says they knew exactly who these homeless

people are in Connecticut and what they need. Tepper Bates says they'll be

working one household at a time to help them get the housing and supports they

need.

Now earlier this year the state had declared that it had ended chronic
homelessness among veterans. Lisa Tepper Bates told that was a very important

milestone for Connecticut. She says we are the first state in the nation to

accomplish this with the federal government acknowledging Connecticut for this.
Tepper Bates says they housed or put on a path to immediate housing every

veteran who had been homeless living with a disability. She explained the way
they did that was the same way they are looking at those who are chronically
homeless ... and that is by getting to know each homeless veteran, understand



November 15th, 2015 - (Tepper Bates continued) - what they needed, and then
help them get housing.

Lisa Tepper Bates told on the show that they had just held a summit in the
state on homelessness which Governor Dannel Malloy attended. She says they

were honored to have the governor come to the summit and speak about his

administration's commitment. She told that it's a matter of record that Governor

Malloy has invested more to help end homelessness and address a real shortage in

affordable housing ... more than any of the last 3 governors in the state. Tepper

Bates says they are really pleased that Governor Malloy is committed to this. She
says the governor know that it's the right thing to do and the smart thing to do.
Tepper Bates explained that chronically homeless people tend to cycle in and out
of hospitals and in and out of prisons. But she told that when you provide housing
and supports to someone who has been chronically homeless, it is less expensive

than the toll it takes on our public systems with these people cycling in and out. So
Tepper Bates says they are streamlining things here in Connecticut with everyone

coming together to understand who they are working with, who needs what kind of
help, and organizing to help them get housed.

Lisa Tepper Bates says the better their data had gotten on the homeless in
Connecticut and they know exactly what's needed where ... the more confident

they are that they will meet the goal of ending chronic homelessness in
Connecticut. She says it is an ambitious goal to end chronic homelessness, but

Tepper Bates told on the show that Connecticut could be the first state in America
to do it. She says Connecticut is serving as a model for the rest of the country

when it comes to ending homelessness ... because everyone deserves a home. She

noted that when they are talking about chronic homelessness, they are talking

about people who have been living for a long time on the streets. Tepper Bates

says a lot of the time these individuals have severe mental illness. She told that the
good thing is when they do their so-called Point-in-Time-Count on a particular day

each winter, where they actually go out and count all of the homeless people in

Connecticut, the number has been dropping each year. Last year she told that they

also did their first ever statewide count of homeless youth. Tepper Bates says they

found out that there are about 3-thousand young people under the age of 24 who

are homeless in Connecticut... which is far too many ... so they are trying to

address that segment of homeless people too and get them housed and a productive
member of society.



November 22nd, 2015 - Themis Klarides - State House Republican Leader from

Derby.

Subject Matter: On this week's show State House Republican leader

Representative Themis Klarides discussed a bipartisan effort to approve a plan that
would ease the current state budget deficit, which was in the range of between 350-

to-370 million dollars. Democratic Governor Dannel Malloy had invited the
Republican leaders into discussions with Democrat legislative leaders to try and
come up with a bipartisan plan to solve the deficit problem. Representative

Klarides told on the show that House and Senate Republicans have put forth their
proposals to fix the budget deficit. But in addition to that she says they have also
put forth proposals that changes the way the state operates structurally.

House Republican leader Themis Klarides says as far as both Democrats and
Republicans being able to agree together on a solution ... that remains to be seen.

Her feeling was at least they were all at the table and that was a good thing.
Representative Klarides says they've all been very respectful of each other's

thoughts and ideas. However she told that Republicans will not agree to
continuously fixing holes in the budget and keep putting together patchwork quilt
budgets. Klarides says they need to agree on changing the structure of how the

state operates. She told things like a transportation plan, how the state invests

money, or the fact that in the budget this year spending has increased by over 22%.
Klarides says all of those type of things need be addressed structurally going forth.
She says when you continue to spend more and borrow more, you don't have to be

a financial consultant or have a PHD in finance to understand that it's a recipe for

disaster. She says it is bad budgeting policies that have gotten the State of

Connecticut into this mess.

Representative Themis Klarides told that for the short-term the Republican's

proposal for fixing the current deficit problem was to go through the budget and
find places the budget could be cut without hurting people. She also says they did
some consolidations and got rid of some commissions to save money, as well as

some other measures that would eliminate the deficit. But Representative Klarides

says they want to help the state be sustainable and predictable for the long-term for
generations to come. She says they can't continue fixing it piecemeal because it's

not working ... so structural changes need to be forthcoming.

In the last legislative session the Democratic majority raised business taxes.

But then there was an outcry from companies like GE who stated they would look



November 22nd, 2015 - (Klarides continued) - to leave the state as a result.

Following several businesses singing the same tune Democrats tweaked some

things and admitted that it was a mistake, and agreed there's a need to look at other
things to help business. Representative Klarides commented on the situation

saying she felt the Democrats knew what they were doing raising business taxes ...

but never anticipated the reaction from companies threatening to leave

Connecticut. On another matter Democrats also proposed saving 11 million

dollars by suspending the state's public financing program for campaigns ...

something Representative Klarides says they also were shamed into abandoning.

House Republican leader Themis Klarides also discussed the Syrian
refugees' issue. Many Republican governors across the U.S. have stated they don't

want to be forced to accept them ... but here in Connecticut Democratic Governor

Dannel Malloy says Connecticut will accept the refugees with open arms. Klarides

told that she would rather see a go slow approach due to the fact that it is almost
impossible to know who exactly is coming into this country. She says it's very

difficult to vet the refugees. Klarides says we are caring, loving people but it's a

difficult world these days. She says she also doesn't completely trust the federal
government either as just as President Obama had declared the terrorist group ISIS
"contained," the attacks occurred in Paris. So she says we can't be too careful

these days.

November 29th, 2015 - TimPhelan - President of the Connecticut Retail

Merchants Association.

Subject Matter: On this edition of Dialogue Tim Phelan, President of the
Connecticut Retail Merchants Association, talked about the outlook for the holiday
shopping season. He told that in the past Black Friday (the Friday after
Thanksgiving) used to be the official start to the holiday shopping season ... not
anymore. Phelan says in recent many state have actually been opening up on

Thanksgiving night. But really he told nowadays with the Internet and online
shopping, people will buy holiday gifts at almost any time of the year if they see
something good for someone on their holiday list. A report came out that 25% of

people have purchased a holiday gift before Halloween. Phelan stated on the show
that this is reflective of the business climate that we live in now with commerce
done over the Internet, consumers always looking for bargains, and some people

just trying to get a head start to the shopping season. However he told just because



November 29th, 2015 - (Phelan continued) - someone starts early doesn't mean

that they are finished and there's probably still a lot of shopping to do past Black
Friday.

As mentioned a lot of stores do open now on Thanksgiving night... but Tim

Phelan says there are also stores that promote they are not opening on

Thanksgiving night, making it a point to say they are giving their employees
Thanksgiving off to spend with their families. He says the Connecticut Retail
Merchants Association's take on it is that retailers react to what customers are

looking for ... a good shopping experience. So Phelan says many stores will be

open if the customers are there on Thanksgiving night. However if the market

shifts and people don t come out on Thanksgiving night, he says more retailers
might determine it s not worth it for them to be open and in future years they may
make the decision not to open. Phelan says it's up to each individual retailer to

determine what they think is best for their customers on how they want to handle
Thanksgiving Day. He says the Connecticut Retail Merchants Association feels
it s great if they want to open as it's the customers' choice and freedom of

capitalism if they want to come out and shop on the holiday. On the other hand
while some employees would prefer to be home with their families on
Thanksgiving night, there are other who would like to work and get extra holiday
pay. Phelan also pointed out that the world has drastically changed for brick and
mortar stores. Phelan says it's very difficult to compete against online businesses

that are nevei closed, where people can shop 24/7 unlike brick and mortar stores.

Phelan says it's very difficult to compete against that so brick and mortar stores

sometimes have to make some changes in their approach ... and one of those might

be opening on Thanksgiving because they have to in order to remain competitive.

He also told that the brick and mortar stores in Connecticut have to collect

Connecticut sales tax, which out of state online retailers do not have to do. He

says this is very unfair for the Connecticut brick and mortar stores. Phelan says

one giant online retailer Amazon, which is opening a distribution center in

Connecticut, does charge Connecticut sales tax which they are happy about. He

says that's all Connecticut brick and mortar stores want is a level playing field, but

unfortunately most other online retailers do not charge the Connecticut sales tax

which Phelan says is Congress's fault for not passing a law requiring them to do
so.

For this holiday shopping season Connecticut Retail Merchants Association
President Tim Phelan says Connecticut stores will have plenty of help on hand to



November 29th, 2015 - (more Phelan continued) - help holiday shoppers. As far

as hot gift items this holiday season Phelan feels Star Wars products will be a must
have with the new movie out. Then he says there are the traditional best sellers

like gift cards (with no expiration date to use them in Connecticut), toys
electronics, books, clothing, and candy. The National Retail Foundation has

predicted a 3.7% increase in holiday sales this season and Phelan hopes that
Connecticut can at least match that number. Phelan says with lower gasoline

prices he's hoping that translates into more holiday sales with consumers having a

few extra dollars in their pockets.

December 6th, 2015 - Alicia Woodsby - Executive Director of the Partnership for

Strong Communities.

Subject Matter: On this show Alicia Woodsby, Executive Director of the
Partnership for Strong Communities discussed a new report on housing that her

group just complied. Among the issues that the report looks at are homelessness,

the rising cost of rent, and home sale trends. On the issue of homelessness in

Connecticut Ms. Woodsby says the news is rather good. She told that there's an

unprecedented level of collaboration in the state from the governor, to the

legislature, right down to state, federal, and local partners who are all moving in

the same direction. She says they know what works and they have state

investments to help them with the resources they need to make that happen.

Woodsby also told that they are doing well reducing the amount of homeless
individuals because the level of collaboration happening locally has allowed them
for the first time to be able to identify people who are homeless in a given
community by name and place them into housing. She says this has been done

with homeless veterans and also the chronically homeless, who tend to have a

mental or physical health disability or a substance abuse issue. They report there's

been a 10% decrease in chronic homelessness over the past year bringing it down

to about 2,431 people who are homeless. Woodsby says they want to get these

people housed as well. She says though it is an ongoing situation because when

they say they want to end homelessness, it doesn't mean that no one ever falls back

into homelessness. She says it's really about creating a system where they can

quickly identify them, respond and get them attached to housing quickly. The
federal government has recognized Connecticut as being the first state in the nation

to have ended chronic homelessness among veterans.



December 6th, 2015 - (Woodsby continued) -

When it comes to rental housing in Connecticut however Alicia Woodsby
says we have a scary situation in our state. She told that Connecticut has a

significant number of people ... close to 116-thousand, who are earning less than

50% of the area median income. Ms. Woodsby says that's an extremely low

income and they are spending more than half of that on their housing. She says if
you are spending more than 30% of your income on your housing you are cost

burdened. Woodsby tells with so much of their income going toward housing they
are not able to afford other things like food, healthcare, and transportation. She

says these people are really right on the edge of falling into homelessness.

Woodsby says they are one financial problem away like if their car breaks down,

have a healthcare crisis, or jobless, they could be without a place to live. As it is

the Partnership for Strong Communities report says that in order to be able to
afford an average 2 bedroom apartment in Connecticut, one would have to have a

wage of $24.29 an hour to be able to afford it. Meantime Woodsby told that the
demand for rental housing keeps going up with both baby boomers (who are
aging), and younger millennials looking for affordable rental housing at low and
moderate incomes ... but it is in short supply. So she says the state has to take this

opportunity to invest in affordable rental housing because it could have an impact

for generations to come.

Alicia Woodsby also commented on the show about home sale trends in the

state. She told that prices for homes sold in the state have gone down ... but the

number of homes that have been sold have gone up. So Woodsby says more

people are getting out of their houses for less than what they wanted to sell them
for. She says however it is a good time if you are looking to buy a home ... though

not so good if you are looking to sell your house.



December 13th, 2015 - Janice Heggie Margolis - MADD Connecticut Executive

Director.

Subject Matter: This week's guest on Dialogue was Janice Heggie Margolis,
Executive Director of Mothers Against Drunk Driving in Connecticut. With the
holiday season there are a lot of parties and celebrations involving alcohol and
MADD once again is discouraging people from drinking and driving with its
annual Red Ribbon campaign called "Tie One on for Safety." Ms. Heggie
Margolis told that this is MADD's 35th year anniversary which means they've been
asking people for all of these years to tie a red ribbon on their vehicle to signify
their commitment not to drink and drive during the holiday season. She says from

Thanksgiving until New Year's Day is the deadliest time of the year on our roads
with fatalities. Heggie Margolis told that between Thanksgiving and New Year's
Eve in 2013 there were 846 drunk driving fatalities across the country.

Janice Heggie Margolis says at MADD they strongly believe that the crime
of drunk driving is 100% preventable. She says there isn't any reason why in this
day and age with Uber, taxi cabs, public transportation, and other ride services, that

anyone who has made the decision to drink too much should get behind the wheel
of a vehicle and drive. Heggie Margolis says it's really MADD's quest to
eliminate drunk driving. She told that when she started MADD in Connecticut in
1984, 252 people were killed that year in our state in alcohol related crashes.
Heggie Margolis says they just got the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration's statistics for 2014 and 97 people were killed in alcohol related
crashes in Connecticut. So she says they have had a significant decrease ... but

she added that for every person who is killed in a drunk driving crash, they leave
behind a family. Heggie Margolis says that's a family of loved ones who no
longer have that person at their Christmas holiday table or at weddings or
graduations. So she says for MADD even one fatality is too many, and that's why

they want to eliminate drunk driving ... and their theme right now is "No More

Victims."

Janice Heggie Margolis of MADD Connecticut says in order to eliminate
drunk driving it starts with educating our young people about the crime of using
alcohol under the age of 21 and preventing underage drinking. She says they also
talk to parents on a daily basis about their responsibility in teaching their young

people not to use the drug alcohol.

At this time of year of course there are holiday parties and if you are the one



December 13th, 2015 - (Heggie Margolis continued) - hosting a home party
Janice Heggie Margolis told on the show you need to understand your
responsibility in serving alcohol to adults. She says if someone leaves your house

and has had too much to drink and injures or kills someone, the homeowner could

be held liable under the social host liability laws. So Heggie Margolis says they
talk to people about not pushing alcohol on their guests and for them to provide
non-alcoholic options. She says they should also make plans with guests on how

they are getting home after the party and if they might stay over. Heggie Margolis
says thinking you'll just take their keys does not work. She says using a ride share
like Uber or calling a cab is a good way to get them home safely. Heggie Margolis
says hosts should also provide plenty of food at the party too. So she says plan
ahead and even designate non-drinking, sober, adult drivers to be responsible in

getting those who may drink too much home safely.

On the show MADD Executive Director Janice Heggie Margolis discussed
the ignition interlock law that took effect on July 1st. She says they are happy now
that anyone arrested for the crime of drunk driving, which totals about 10-thousand

people a year in Connecticut, will be ordered by the court to have an ignition
interlock device installed in their vehicle at the cost of the convicted drunk driver.
When a person goes to start their car they must blow into this device and if there's

any appreciable alcohol on their breath the car won't start. Heggie Margolis says

the ignition interlock device stays in the vehicle 6 months for a first time offender,
and for a repeat offender it begins at a year and then upwards. She says right now

there are over 5-thousand people in Connecticut that have an ignition interlock

device in their vehicle. In the next legislative session Heggie Margolis says
MADD will push for tougher penalties for people driving drunk with children in
their vehicle. She says they'd like to make that a felony and require the convicted
driver to have to have an ignition interlock device installed in their vehicle for a

year.



December 20th, 2015 - MickBolduc - Epidemiologist for the State Department

of Public Health.

Subject Matter: On this week's show Mick Bolduc, Epidemiologist with the State
Health Department discussed the flu season ahead. He told that the Centers for

Disease Control recommends that everyone 6 months of age and older get an

annual flu shot. Bolduc says it is especially important for young children and the
elderly to get a flu shot, because these are the age groups who are most susceptible

to flu disease and can have severe complications and even die from influenza

disease. So he says it's vitally important that people get their flu shot each year.

Though Bolduc admitted that a lot of people have a big aversion to getting a flu

shot.

Mick Bolduc of the State Health Department explained that every year
scientists from the World Health Organization in February take a look at what flu
strains are circulating in different parts of the world in trying to come up with a flu
vaccine for North America. He says it's an inexact science and unfortunately

sometime what they feel is going to happen doesn't always work out... as last year

the flu vaccine they recommended missed the mark on the flu strain that actually
occurred in our region. But Bolduc says that doesn't happen very often and he's

confident that this year's flu vaccine will match up better with the flu strain going
around. So he encourages everyone to get a flu shot.

State Health Department Epidemiologist Mick Bolduc says one of the
reasons why they strongly urge people to get a flu shot is because given the
severity of the flu ... you don't ever want to get it. He says many people when

they don't feel good in the wintertime will just automatically say they have the flu
and then be better in a day or two. Bolduc says if that's the case, then it's not the

flu they had. He says if you get the flu you'll feel like you've been run over by a
truck. Bolduc says you won't be able to get out of bed as you'll be sore, achy, and

just feel plain awful. He says this is different from a bad cold where you can still
function ... but with the flu you'll be in bed. Bolduc says if you feel like this call
your doctor immediately and get prescribed Tamiflu which will help ease some of
the symptoms and possibly shorten the time you have influenza.

Mick Bolduc told that the yearly influenza vaccine is normally available to
the public in August... but that most people don't think about getting their flu shot
until the fall or winter. He says the flu in our area normally spikes just after the
New Year when it's cold outside and because people are inside the flu germs can



December 20th, 2015 - (Bolduc continued) - be easily spread from one person to

another. Bolduc says it's good these days that people can conveniently get their flu

shots from their local pharmacy and not just from their doctor or a clinic. Aside
from the conventional flu shot, Bolduc talked about a Connecticut company called

Protein Sciences in Meriden that makes a flu shot that is not made out of eggs. He
told this is good for anyone that has an allergy to eggs and egg made products
which includes the conventional flu shots. Bolduc told that right now the non-egg
based flu shot manufactured at Protein Sciences is for people age 18 and older ...

but they are looking to lower the age. Bolduc also told that scientists are working
to try and come up with a universal flu shot vaccination, rather than having to get

an annual shot. But he says with so many different strains of the flu in the world,

this has been tough to accomplish thus far ... but Bolduc says it is a goal that

scientists are working on. Until that happens though he says the best defense

against getting the flu is to get your annual flu shot!

December 27th, 2015 - Pat Wrice - Executive Director of Operation Fuel.

Subject Matter: On this show Pat Wrice, Executive Director of Operation Fuel,
discussed their winter energy assistance program for those who have trouble

paying their fuel bills. She told that their goal is to have available a little over 2
million dollars to help about 5-thousand households. Wrice explained that their
maximum grant to any one household is 500 dollars. She pointed out though that
with lower fuel costs these days that 500 dollar grant should buy a lot more oil.
Wrice says that grant will probably buy close to a whole tank of oil now as
compared to a few years ago when it would barely get them 100 gallons.

Once again, for the 10th straight year, Operation Fuel released its report on

the Energy Affordability Gap in Connecticut. Executive Director Pat Wrice
explained that the affordability gap is not what people pay for their energy costs,
it's the difference between what they pay versus what they can afford to pay... and

therein lies the gap. Wrice says their latest report shows that the energy
affordability gap in Connecticut is now on average about 15-hundred dollars per
household. So she says the gap did go down significantly from last year (at 784-
million dollars to 471-million dollars this year) ... but unfortunately more people

are falling through the gap. Wrice says last year it was 305-thousand households,

this year it's 313-thousand households ... so that's a lot of people still struggling

trying to pay their energy bills. She says many people are working more ... but for



December 27th, 2015 - (Wrice continued) - less pay, so they are having to make

tough choices like pay for food, pay for medicine, or skip this month's rent in order
to stay warm. Wrice says these are choices no one should have to make because

they are life or death choices in many instances.

Pat Wrice says they put out the Energy Affordability Gap report each year to
let policymakers know to what magnitude this problem is in Connecticut... with

the hope that they'll do something about it. She says according to the gap study
there are households in Connecticut paying half of their income for energy costs.

Wrice says in order for energy to be affordable no one should be paying more than
6% of their income for energy costs. She feels there's a need for a discounted

utility rate in Connecticut, which would be an affordable rate based on income.

Wrice says that is the humane way to do that. She told that other states do that
with Connecticut being the only state in the Northeast that doesn't have a program
like that which is offered to low income customers.

One way the general public can help Operation Fuel's Energy Assistance
Program told Pat Wrice is through the add-a-dollar program on their utility bills, to
add an additional dollar (or more) to their payment which will go to the fund.
Wrice says they are seeing an increase in the donations to that program which is

heartwarming. She told that two of the utility companies match the add-a-dollar

program, and it has now risen to a half a million dollars. Wrice says the great thing
about the program is that 100% of those dollars go to energy assistance. She also
told that people can donate directly to Operation Fuel to their energy assistance
program to help those less fortunate by sending a check to Operation Fuel, 75
Charter Oak Square (Suite 240), Hartford, CT 06106. Meantime she told for those
listeners struggling to pay their heating bills to call 211, and they will let them
know what program they are eligible for, for energy assistance.
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